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SUHMABT 

A complete mathematical analysis of oscillations of an 

inhomogeneous medium described by a wave equation with a space-

dependent coefficient is given. The initial-value problem is 

solved both by the Laplace transform and by the normal-mode 

analysis and the equivalency of both approaches is demonstra

ted. The Green's function of the problem is a double-valued 

function of the complex frequency, analytic in the upper and 

lower halves of the complex frequency plane (the "physical" 

sheet of its Riemann surface) with a discontinuity on the whole 

real axis, corresponding to th,e continuous frequency spectrum 

of the physical system in question. 

The Green's function has complex poles on analytic conti

nuation onto the "unphysical" sheet of its Riemann surface. 

This makes it possible, by inverting the Laplace transform, 

to interpret the solution of the initial value problem in 

.terms of "damped" eigenmodes. 

The continuum eigenmodes can be constructed directly and 

are also recovered by integrating the Green's function in the 

complex frequency plane along a closed contour enclosing the 

spectrum. Their orthogonality and completeness is proved. 

The solution of the initial-value problem synthesized from the 

continuum eigenmodes can be interpreted in terms of travelling 

disturbances scattered by the inhomogeneity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1937, Professor Bernard Friedman published a short 
abstract of bis talk presented to the New York branch of 
the American Mathematical Society which dealt with the problem 
of a semi-infinite string of one density between zero and one 
and a greater density- from one to infinity, such that 
the zero end is fixed. The complete lecture seems not to have 
been published, but was reported by Dolph in his review 
article on non-selfadjoint problems in mathematical physics . 
The inherent interest in this problem stems mainly from 
the fact that, though being physically very simple and trans
parent, it permits practically all aspects cf the mathematical 
methods used in analyzing wave propagation in inhomogeneoue 
media to be clearly demonstrated without unnecessary compli
cations arising from geometry or physical circumstances. 
Problems of this general kind have received considerable 
attention in recent years, with applications in such diverse 
areas as geophysics, astrophysics, plasma physics, open 

X Д, С 
electromagnetic systems and others (see the reviews 7% )• 

A recent discussion of the Friedman's inhomogeneoue 
string problem by one of the present authors is here sub
stantially expanded, following closely the programme adopted 
by another of the authors in his analysis of electrostatic 

7 8 oscillations in a cold inhomogeneoue plasma'» . Although 
the results are applicable to any physical system describable 
by an inhomogeneoue wave equation, we adhere, for definiteness 
and simplicity, to the string terminology. 
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The plan of the paper is as follows. The basic equation 

and the boundary conditions imposed are discussed in Sec. 2. 

In Sec. 3 the initial value problem is solved by means of 

the Laplace transform. The wave equation is Laplace trans

formed with respect to time to obtain a second order ordinary 

differential equation with a variable coefficient and the right-

hand side given by the initial conditions. The Laplace trans

form of the solution is expressed from this equation by means 

of the Green's function which is constructed by joining 

the two linearly independent solutions at the point of die-
Q 

continuity , their conjunct being a function dependent only 

on the complex frequency. In order to be able to fulfil 

the requirejient that the solution be square integrable, 

different analytic branches of the Green's function must be 

chosen in the upper and in the lower halves of the complex 

frequency plane so that the Laplace transform of the solution 

is singular (discontinuous) along the whole real axis. This 

indicates that the system has a real continuous spectrum. 

The Biemann surface ot the Green's function is double-

sheeted. The sheet in which the Green's function satisfies 

the imposed boundary condition at infinity is called the 

physical sheet, the other one being termed nnphvaical. 

The upper half-plane of the physical sheet is connected to 

the lower half-plane of the unphysical sheet across the cut 

along the real axis, and similarly the lower half-plane 

of the physical sheet and the upper half-plane ot the unphysi-

cal sheet* 
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There are no other singularities of the Green's function 

on the physical sheet but one can find complex poles on the 

unphysical sheet arising from the zeros of the conjunct. If 

the mass density of the infinite part of the 3tring is 

increased, these zeros shift towards the real axis and in 

the limit of an infinite mass density they become the discrete 

eigenvalues of the finite string fixed at both ends (zero 

and one). At the same time the continuous spectrum disapeara. 

The inversion of the Laplace transform is first performed 

by expanding the Green's function into a series of exponential 

functions of frequency with subsequent application of 

the translation theorem. The resulting solution has the usual 

d'Alembert form and can be interpreted in terms of travelling 

disturbances scattered by the inhomogeneity. An alternative 

inversion procedure takes explicitly into account the complex 

singularities of the Green's function on the unphysical sheet. 

One thus obtains the solution of the initial value problem 

in terms of damped virtual eigenmodes ("virtual", because 

individually they do not satisfy the condition that they be 

square-integrable) which can be loosely interpreted as 

the eigenmodes of the finite (and less massive) part of 

the string whose energy slowly leaks to infinity along the 

more massive remainder of the string. The resulting formula 

resembles the usual Fourier series expansion. 

Section 4 is devoted to the normal-mode analysis. We 

first formulate the corresponding eigenvalue problem and 

show how it is related to the solution of the initial value 
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problem. The spectrum is easily found to be continuous and 

the corresponding continuum eigenfunctions can be derived by 

a similar matching procedure as used with the Green's function. 

These eigenfunctions are, of course, "improper" in the sense 

that they are not square integrable. We are able to show that 

by defining the scalar product appropriately, the eigenvalue 

problem may be formulated in terms of a Hermitian positive-

definite operator so that the adjoint eigenfunctions need not 

be introduced and the orthogonality relation may be established 

for the continuum eigenfuncfions themselves. These facts are 

then utilized in the solution of the initial-value problem 

in terms of an integral superposition of the continuum eigen-

modes. This solution can again be reduced to the usual 

d'Alembert form. 

Finally, in Sec. 5 we prove that the Laplace transform 

approach is equivalent to the normal-mode analysis by showing 

that the continuum eigenmodes can be recovered by integrating 

the Green's function in the complex freqency plane along 

a closed contour encircling the spectrum. This at the same 

tine proves the completeness of the eigenfunctions. 
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2. THE WAVE EgUATION 
The wave equation for a string of mass density О/Ы) 

T~ 10 under tension / is 

where Ц (oif t) is the displacement of the string from its 
equilibrium position U - U . The mass density Q /oi.) is 
given by 

(a , OilK* 1 t (region 1") 

^)W , (2-2) 
С2 } I * tX < D O } (region 2 ) 

where Ол and 0 (^Qj) are positive constants. 
The wave equation (2.1) may thus be written 

where 

^"fjul * С,г[НИ-У(«-»}+С>Н(«-1) (24) 
for constants С? (*T/Pf) "^ ^ {* I / Qz) ' ^6*1 
is the unit step function? 

H ( i x ) - (2 5) 
LU «>P. 

The boundary condition at the origin is simply 

4(o,i) - 0 {?.(>) 
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t*V . for all t' ~ (/ . For the boundary condition at infinity 
ve require V-fa^) to be square integrable . 

Finally* following Friedman, we require that the piece-
vise uniform string has an initial displacement ^[^/0)= §(Ы) 

and Telocity ŮfaO) * Q (Ы) in the interval (0, 1) only. 
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3» LAPLACE TRANSFORM APPROACH 

The Laplace transform of the solution for positive 
times is defined as usual by the formula 

I toe , 

f»w *) J (*/V e dt. (21) 
Application of this transformation to Eq. (2.3) gives (we 
assume that tO lies in the upper half-plane) 

This ordinary differential equation is now to be solved 
for У^ [b() . It is convenient to do this with the aid 
of a Green's function. 

3.1 The Green's function 

According to the general theory * the Green's function 
G([ol, f: to) »ay be expressed in terms of two linearly 
independent solutions 4{JJN\ [^) ыи* Чц)/2) (^ *° t n e 

homogeneous equation (3*2), the first satisfying the boundary 
condition at iX * 0 » the second at Ы = O O . The follow
ing formula holds: 

where \J (lo) is the so-called conjunct of the two solutions 
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A theorem exists which assures us that 7̂ (uS) is 
independent of (X and f . 

The two linearly independent solutions can easily be 
obtained by matching the solutions in region Л and region 2 
by the requirement that the solution and its first derivative 
be continuous ^ at the point lX •* 7 . Assuming that 
the solution is of the form Чц)^-AtXp(Ítí&) »• obtain & = 
J/60 / &i,2 • One must take into account that the function 
J(lj2 has two analytic branches, t U} , and its Rieaann 
surface is double-sheeted. It is convenient to define 
the "physical" sheet of the Riemann surface by taking 
the -Hi) branch in its upper half-plane and the -CÚ branch in its 
lower half-plane, assuming therefore that the complex (l)~ 

plana is cut along the whole real axis. Similarly, the nun-
phy8icalN sheet will be defined by taking the -CÚ branch 
in its upper half-plane and the +CŮ branch in its lower 
half «plana. To obtain an analytic continuation, the upper 
half of the physical sh'«t is to be connected along the cut 
with the lower half of the unphysical sheet and the lower 
half of the physical sheet with the upper half of the unphy-
sical sheet* 

Thus, in the upper half-plane of the physical sheet, 
the first solution (the one that is zero for Oi • 0 ) is 
given by 
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#00М- ZAl&lJt*, O"*- 1 ) (3-5? 

iŘ» Л -i%« 
ЦчрМ'\ое* + / V e Q , ( " * - ^ Р-б) 
with /v. arbitrary and 

to 

2 _ i & . ,., ~ | л . .У 
A i o - e ^ í i ^ - g c o s ^ ^ . Í3.8) 

The second eolation in the upper half-plane of the phy

s ical sheet (the one that i s bounded at Ы - °*> ) i s given by 

^«Ю W " AJJ е ' § " Cr^o» 2) (З.Ю) 
2 

with / v , , arbitrary and 

(3.ff) V. -ie-í^V/^-S-íA2 

1 ; i/ÍS?-ÍS?) 
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With the definitions of the physical and unphysical 

sheet adopted, one obtains the Laplace transform of the solu

tion satisfying the necessary boundary conditions in 

the lower half-plane of the physical sheet simply by changing 

the sign of CO in the above formulae. 

3.2 The conjunct 

By substituting the expressions (3»5) and (3.9)(in region 

1 ) or (3.6) and (3.10) (in region 2) into the formula (3.3)we 

obtain, irrespective of the region, 

This formula is valid in the upper half-plane of the physical 

sheet. Again, by changing the sign of LÚ , one obtains 

the expression valid in the lower half-plane of the physical 

sheet. Thus the conjunct is discontinuous along the real axis 

of the complex 6Ú-plane, as is the Green's function itself. 

This indicates that there is a continuous spectrum along 

the whole real axis. The spectrum is symmetric with respect 

to the origin as it should be since our system is conservative 

(i.e. Lagrangian or Hamiltonian). 

The conjunct is manifestly independent of oi and f , 

Its zeros would give rise to poles of the Green's function 

and would determine the discrete spectrum of the problem. 

In fact, one can show easily that there are no zeros on the 

physical sheet of its Riemann surface, and thus there is no 
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discrete spectrum. However, there are zeros on the unphysical 
sheet (the so-called "virtual" eigenvalues) both in its upper 
and lower half-planes. We are interested in-(hose in the lower 
half-plane which will be utilised in inverting the Laplace 
transform for positive times. They are determined by the 
solutions of the equation 

Gasg- tqs i r i | r -0 (3/4) 
Equation (3.1*0 has solutions 

0)ft - с,[пк ^ih^jj, n-0*1,*2,- № 
Since we assume Cz< Oj , the imaginary part is negative 
and tends to — со for Q -*- Gf • Thus, for a homogeneous 
string, these roots move out to infinity. For C^-* (/(i.e. 
Qz -* со , corresponding to the second portion of the string 
being infinitely dense) the roots shift to the real axis and 
go over into the discrete spectrum of a finite string fixed 
at both ends (0 and 1). 

Notice that £q. (3.15) asy be rewritten in the form 
(On

mq(7m~iS) . where S—tilffRI and Tr-fe^/fty-K^) 

is the reflection coefficient for waves at a density discon

tinuity. 

3.3 Inversion of the Laplace transform - d'Alembert form 

The Laplace transform inversion formula will now be 

used to find the solution of the original equation (2.1). 
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Ve express the solution hy aeans of the «seal Hro—tah 

integral 

J f -iiúi 

«here the integration path ХУ rans parallel to the real 
•ads of the complex Ц) -plana above all singularitlee 
°* Чю fa) • •*• insert here the Laplace transform ef 
the solution 

and interchange the order of integration with respect to CO 

+ [*( Ш \*>еШ6faV»)]. (3.78) 
Thus, in order to invert the Laplace transfom of the solution, 
it is enough to invert the Green's function itself 

УЫ^'Е) 6fw/(/to)e diú. (319) 
This can he interpreted as the response of the string to 

the 0 -function initial velocity impulse in the point f 

(restricted to lie in the interval (0, 1))1?. If this inverse 
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la found, tha general aolutioa UfU^j atarting froa any 
>th init ial conditioaa UfaD) * УЫ/D) ««* *• exp 

•ad as 

To find afe,?j i) in tha region 0<\)L< 1 *D<9< i} 

Q(^,F/U>) Bi^n by (3 .3) , ( 3.4) into tha following 

+ 

we rewrite 
fora 

Gfo(/<o)-lq У 
^ 

Í 
iw sink (-Liu-i-in fŘ?) 

(3.2f; 

I/Ř/ 

-pie (i-w-() -fhrtt) (f-u^)^to 

Each tem of thia expreaeion i s of the fora CXJO f W C ) / 
where CV % Ь i O a r e independent 

of OO • Ita inTaraion can be found easily by expanding 
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j / s W l (ÚOCl - b) i11*0 a series of exponentials 

iiúsinhiwa-b) л-0 ио 

This expansion i s Talid for lmió>-b/cL~-q&, i.e., above 

the l ine on which the seros of the conjunct are located. 

Since the inverse of , the Translation 

Theorem gives for the inverse of (5.22) 
CO 

2е-<*-')*Гн[к-с,-[*н-1)а] /3.23) 

Utilising this formula one finds, after some algebra, 

qi^lii)- (5.24) 

oQ 
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The first ten can be interpreted as a rectangular pulse 

with its fronts travelling to the left and to the right away 

from the point of initial excitation 0( * f . The second 

ten is a rectangular ware representing the initial disturbance 

reflected from the origin (with inverse polarity but undimi

nished amplitude). All the terms within the braces represent 

rectangular waves travelling back and forth between origin 

and the point of discontinuity, with their polarity being 

inverted after each reflection and their amplitude diminished 

by a factor after reflection from the point of discon

tinuity. The trajectories of the wave-fronts in the /u, ~t ) 

plane are plotted in Fig. b. 

It is easily seen that the total amplitude of the dis

turbance in region 1 tends to zero as time grows to infinity 

since the first two terms cancel each other after time /C? 

and also the four infinite geometric series cancel in the 

limit. 

Similarly, in the region 0<oi<OOf 0<9< / * we can 

rewrite the Green's function into the form 

/ QQ / 

\é№H№-f<^'Íl№) (3 25) 
и / 

J 

•о that the inversion formula (3»25) can again be utilized. 
One thus obtains 
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fK(/-0 

This son represents a train of rectangular pulses with 
steadily diminishing amplitudes propagating to infinity. 
It can be easily verified that each of the elementary waves 

the 
is a transmitted portion of waves bouncir^ inside the region 1. 
This is easily seen from the fact that the time instants 
aft which waves start fron the point of discontinuity* Г- " 
"(^f^-2f\-ti)/Ol . 71 - 0, 1, 2, ... , coincide with 
the time instants at which waves arrive at the discontinuity 
from within the region 1. The time dependence of the amplitu
des of the waves impinging upon the point of discontinuity 
is given by the following terms of the series (3.24) 

oo 

faLWnHl\-±V+l+2n)], (12?) 

-MM^)]-
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lG)'Í-RI*hlh-L(1-f+2n)l (3.28) о 
п*1 ' N 

The ratio of the aaplitude of the transmitted ware to the 
amplitude of the impinging wave 

T*irlKiy4ql*l"-^'T №) 
is the usual transmission coefficient. Again, Pig. 4 shows 
the trajectories of the fronts of the transmitted wares 
in the («*,"£) plane. 

The response of the string to the Q - function initial 

displacement is given by the time derivative of #/<*/ f j ř ) • 

The resulting formula arises from (3.24), (3.26) by replacing 
each step function by Q -function. The solution is thus 
composed of a pair of Q -functions bouncing inside the 
region 1 and a radiated train of 0-functions in region 2. 

The behaviour of a general smooth disturbance excited 
in region 1 ia now given by formula (3.20). It ia seen that 
the solution baa the uaual d'Aleabert form and can be given 
the following interpretation. One half of the diaturbance 
travela to the origin, ia reflected with inveraion and travele 
back to the discontinuity where it ia partially 
reflected (with inveraion) and partially transmitted. The trans
mitted part escapee to infinity. The second half of the dis
turbance travela directly to the discontinuity and undergoes 
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the same process of reflection (with inversion) and trans
mission. Thus, region 1 contains two disturbances moving 
to and fro between its boundaries, steadily diminishing in 
amplitude. Region 2 contains a likewise diminishing sequence 
of disturbances with alternating polarity travelling 
to infinity. 

3.4 Inversion of the Laplace transform - Fourier fora 
In the preceding subsection we have inverted the Laplace 

transform of tne Green's function without making any appeal 
to its analytical continuation from the upper to the lower 
half of the U) -plane. The solution found in this way was 
especially suitable for description of localized disturbances» 
In this subsection we shall use an alternative inversion 
procedure which will exploit the Residue Theorem in conjunc
tion with the poles of the Green's function on the unphysical 
sheet of its Rieaann surface. This will give us the solution 
in a complementary fora better suited to describe the behaviour 
of nearly sinusoidal (nearly monochromatic) wave. In addition 
we shall be able to answer the question in what sense one 
can speak about eigenf unctions in the case of virtual eigen
values. 

We start with the observation that the two solutions 
Hiůli) №) * %ol2) №) * *тол wllicn we naTe constructed 
the Green's function, become linearly dependent for U) equal 
to the zeros of the conjunct. This is true irrespective of 
whether the zeros correspond to genuine or virtual eigen-
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•alues. We can therefore expect that the residues of the 

poles of the Green's function will assume the same bilinear 

form which is encountered when integrating the Green's function 

along a contour encircling the genuine spectrum ( see below, 

Sec. 5)» Hence in calculating the inversion of the Green's 

function (3»19) we shift the Bromwich integration path to the 

real axis (F of the uj -plane and close it by semicircles 

C „ with larger and larger radii in the lower half 

of the unphysical sheet, thus encircling more and more poles 

of the Green's function (Fig. 2): 

1 ( r ~wt 
m -

n 

0 1 Í r , -W 

-Iwt 

-2 L ^ S 6(1Х,^ю)е (330) 
Л-оо b*(ún 

It is shown in Appendix A that the integral along C/n con

verges to zero am uon grows to infinity. Hence 

Qfafjt) • -iL "Res Gf^f/^ie""0 (3.37) 

In thie way we find in the region 0 < IX< Í t Q<?< / 
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utilizing again the Green's function in the form (3.2l), 

This can be given the following real form: 

00 г 

+ 2(f L swhd^cosi?/if (e cosnnqt smh&txccmm-h 

0 0 

- < * « 
- 2ĉ 2 L cosháf яппду (e a>ínncilcDstáutfnr№+ 

+ 6 sinmqhlnhmcos>nKd) (333) 

This solution represents a superposition of exponentially 
daaped alaost-standing waves inside region 1 with a knot 
at the origin and an "almost knot" at the point of discon
tinuity whereby these oscillations are coupled to the travel
ling waves in region 2. 

Similarly, in the region 1<U< OO f 0<f < J , 
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we utilize the Green's function in the form (^3»25)(ignoring 

the iX -dependent exponential factor) 

V ' Íq-4 ммЬ&и^Ш) lQ 2 
and invert it by the same procedure 

-wj 
?(»'{;*)• iffhL nAm^ f е"п'(ззя 

The Translation Theorea then gives us the inversion of 
the full Green's function 

or» in real fora, 

W-4 
во 

+ 2 Л, И)" [птЬЬ^о&пмо 
Slt-^-i)] 
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oosniuqfí -f(*~V] + cosily íinrJif f3 3?) 

e^'^'W'-eHlHi-^J 
The function represents a rectangular wave 
propagating to infinity with velocity Og , starting at 
ť = 0 from the point of discontinuity. Hence the solution 
represents a superposition of sinusoidal waves travelling 
to infinity which is cut off beyond the wave front and dimi
nishes exponentially towards the discontinuity, proportionally 
to the likewise exponentially diminishing amplitude of the 
solution inside region 1. The unit step-function factor 
prevents the "exponential catastrophe" • 

Again, formula (3*20) with 
л 

Ь 

describes the behaviour of a general smooth disturbance 
excited in region 1. In case of a very massive string in 
region 2 ( Сг« Oj , which implies a very small damping 
decrement 0 ) one can, by suitably choosing the initial con
ditions, excite nearly monochromatic oscillations In region 
1. They will be transmitted through the discontinuity and 
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will travel to infinity in the form of a nearly monochromatic 
wave ("leaking" wave у This "radiation" drains energy out of 
the oscillations in region 1 so that their amplitude slowly 
decreases. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 5. It can 
easily he verified from the above formulae that in the limit 
of an infinitely massive string in region 2 ( 0 « O) we obtain 
the case of a finite string fixed at 0 and 1 with no radiation 
and therefore no damping. 

This picture is in many respects similar to the behaviour 
"18 of an oscillator coupled to the end of a semiinfinite string . 

In region 1 the string behaves very much as a finite string 
with an elastic and absorbing (friction) fixation '. 

One can sometimes encounter (incorrect) attempts to asso
ciate eigenfunctions with virtual eigenvalues. It is seen thpt 
in region 1 the .solution does have the usual form of an eigen-
function expansion in terms of the non-orthogonal set 
or, in real form, $2Л ilV , SlftiiX CQSflKi* » 
Cí̂ flílX íinníiúi , 72= О, 1, 2, ... , whereas in re
gion 2 no such form exists because the time and space depen
dence cannot be separated owing to the step-function factor. 
The most one can do is to introduce, corresponding to each 
virtual eigenvalue CL)^ , a space-time "eigenfunction " f) (oirt) 
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Н[1-^-1)] (no) 
4. 

together with "adjoint eigenfunctions" in region 1 

rfn (a) - c,&jna>„ | fry) 

and write the solution as a usual eigenfunction expansion 

flK'bL^'J.KO-lA^ /J.&O (342) 
with 

<V^i rjlM$Md*, Щ 

ап'Тг i (' 

# 

There is no orthogonality relation between these "eigen-
functionen. This is demonstrated in Appendix B. 
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». NORMAL-MODE ANALYSIS 
4-.1 The eigenvalue problem 

We look for harmonically time-dependent solutions 
to Eq. (2.3) of the form 

On substituting into Eq. (2.3)» we are left with the task 
of finding such CO (the eigenvalues) for which solutions 

TJф (V() (the eigenfunctions) to equation 

exist, subject to the imposed boundary conditions ( see Sec. 2). 
If this problem is solved, we can express the general 

solution of the partial differential equation ( 2*3) in terms 
of elementary solutions (4.1). We have seen from the Laplace 
transform approach that there is no discrete spectrum and that 
the continuous spectrum extends over the whole real axis. Hence 
we assume the superposition to have the form 

+ [ 2&'^ (*) muldjs, КЗ) 
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where П ^ ;i>ť) are the continuum eigenf unctions. The expansion 
coefficients A ((Tj and Д ((T j are such as to satisfy 
the initial conditions. Thus 

AfplfyWds-yfaD)*^*), (4.4) 

and 

Thus, in order to be able to solve the initial-value 
problem completely, it is necessary to expand the initial 
conditions in terms of the eigenfunctions V<j-(iXJ , i.e., 
to solve the integral equations (4.4-), (^.5). To this end we 
must first find the continuum eigenfunctions themselves and 
establish their properties of orthogonality, normalization 
and completeness. 

4.2 Continuum eigenfunctions 

The eigenf unction equation ( 4-. 2) has no square-integrable 
solutions satisfying the boundary condition at the origin 
(since there is no discrete spectrum). However, one can find 
solutions bounded at infinity for every real with sensi
ble physical interpretation. Heuristically, one can regard 

12\ them as continuum (or improper, in the terminology of ) eigen-
functions which, though being themeelvee outside the Hilbert 
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space of solutions to Eq. (4.2), can nevertheless serve 
the purpose of constructing acceptable solutions by Baking 
an integral superposition of them such that both the initial 
and boundary conditions are fulfilled. 

These continuum eigenfunctions are again found by Batch
ing the solutions in region 1 and region 2, as it was done 
in constructing the Green's function. In fact, all that needs 
to be done is to take the solution Уш(1)(р(\ лв given by formu
lae (3-5) to(3.8) and assume that iO is real. One thus 
obtains 

i/« W 
• 0" 52 П - ol, 4 ' 

(A.G) 

^и^[е"г|(гш^|<)е% 

This can be reduced to a purely real fora: 

7 | « H - S i n | « , (4.8) 
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The solutions (*.1) corresponding to the continuun eigen-

f unctions T7(j £U) represent standing wares inside the semi-

infinite šedina with any frequency and with local wave-length 

determined by the local phase Telocity Of £ • 

4.3 Self-adjointness 2 

The operator J\> m~C(<*) ,/j2(together with the boundary 

conditions iaposed) in the eigenvalue equation (4.2), vis. 

is Bemitian in the space of square-integrable functions with 

a continuous square integrable first derivative under the sca

lar product 

v l ' 
This can easily be shown using integration by parts. 

The operator is soreover positive-definite, since 
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for all T"(l^) satisfying the above assumption and the 
equality sign holds only if тГ№) " 0 identically. By scalar 
multiplying the eigenvalue equation (4.10) by 77^ one 
obtains 

which implies . As a result, the operator cannot 
2 hare negative eigenvalues or , so that cannot be 

complex. The spectrum may therefore only be real. 
A convenient consequence of the Hermiticity of the operator 

is that the adjoint eigenfunctions need not be introdu
ced. 

4.4 Orthogonality and normalization 
The continuum eigenf unctions Tig (Ы.) are mutually 

orthogonal. This can be shown directly from the eigenvalue 
equation (4.2). We write 

with (Г , (Г inside the spectrum, and scalar multiply 
the first equation by 77-., , the second by /7_ and sub
tract the resulting equations. Since the operator DC is 
•elf-adjoint with respect to this scalar product, and the 
•igenfunctions are real, we obtain 
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Hence 

The calculation of the normalization coefficient С ((F) 
could be based upon a theorem on the normalisation of conti-
nuous spectra due to Hoeller . Instead, in Appendix С the 
formula for Ls((?J is derived from the contour integral 
of the Green's function in the complex CO -plane: 

Ш* -j-(qW£ + fcoil ). (41?) 
Cj q ч Q 

It is seen that the normalization coefficient is proportional 
to the square of the absolute value of the conjunct on tie real 
axis | и ((Г± l Úl I • Рог small values of Cj? , when the seros 
of the conjunct lie close to the real axis, the expansion 
coefficient *\(G) becomes strongly peaked for 0~* TUCGi > 

TV * 0 , 1, 2, ... , which indicates concentration 
of the continuous spectrum near the discrete eigenfrequencies 
of a string fixed at both ends. 

4.5 Solution of the initial value problem 

The explicit solution of the initial value problem 
for Eq. (2-3)« resulting fron the normal mode analysis, is 
obtained upon substituting the continuum eigenfunctions 
given by Eqs. (t.8) and (4.9), into the general formula (4.3). 
Thus, in region 1, we obtain 
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У fyij = j A Iv) яп QSL cosd do t Ш 

©o 

L v Q 

Noting fro* the initial conditions that 

{H-JA(<rjswffgAr (4/9) 
— во 

and 

a(w)- j Л (aj sw(r ̂  itc, ^.2)) 

we see that 
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i i 
*2" 1 У^'Ф)* +Y\<j(*^cťi)dr. {4.21) 

A similar expansion could also be obtained in region 2. 

In this way we hare obtained the solution in tne classical 
d'Alenbert form. As usual, to complete the procedure would 
require to extend the functions f (Ы) • #A*) outside their 
original region of definition, taking into account the bounda
ry conditions and the continuity conditions at the point 
of discontinuity. The result would be the sane as in Sec. 3»3-
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5. TRg BQOIVALEBCT OF THE LAPLACE Я Ш К Р О Ю APPBOACH AID 
THE ЮЯНДЬ HODE AMALTSIS 

Ve now пате two substantially different forme of the solu
tion to the initial and boundary-value problem formulated 
in Sec. 2. The solution of Sec. 5 has the form of a contour 
integral in the complex Ц) -plane, whereas the solution 
obtained in Sec. 4 is of the form of a purely real Fourier 
integral. In this section we demonstrate that these two forms 
are equivalent. 

To this end we must introduce the double-sided Laplace 
transform valid for all, positive and negative, times. For 
t > V the Laplace transform of the solution 4ta (iX) is 
given by the formula (ЗИ), whereas for t < 0 we define 

уГи-j у№)еыс11 (5Л/ 
Transformation of Eq. (2.5) for negative times gives 

The inversion of the double-sided Laplace transform is 
expressed by the double Bromwich integral 

У [{ л*, „"""'J Í H, . J * * ] yMj-~/j %w ^ J fMe duii*sz) 
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The integration paths xf and jj run parallel to the 
real axis of the QJ -plane above and below all singulari
ties of Чю (&) and Чш (о() , respectively, which in our 
case means above and below the real axis, respectively (see 
Fig. 3). 

We therefore need Ч (Ы) in the upper and *U (o() 

in the lower half of the physical sheet of the Riemann surface 
of the Green's function. Eq. ( 5.2) shows that in the lower half-
plane 

We can therefore rewrite the inversion formula (5*3) ae 

J í to -iioi 

where u - v- "" Xs .We now substitute the expression (3»17) 

for 4 (o() into the integrand of Eq. (5*5) and interchange 

the order of integration with respect to f and iO 

(cf.20). _ L 
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«о 

{(«Ь J 4(<^,(*)d(r, (5'5) 

with 

А»-5>1л^м*мл- 15,6) 
These last two formulae imply the following orthogonality 
relation 
oo 

i ir, 7»M ir wd*= Qff) hw) <5- '7) 
* С (IA) l L 

which is identical with (4.16). 
To complete the proof of equivalency it is now enough 

to repeat the above procedure with the contour integrals 

J-fyGMfjftíiiůé^dio (5- id) 
t 

and 

^ - © G(w,fiio)e díú , (5.19) 

occurring in C5«6). One thus recovers the continuum eigen-
function expansion formula (4.5) with the expansion coeffi
cients determined by (5*1б). 
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APPENDIX A 

To prove that 

( Г " ^ 

ftm ) b(ujjLú)e dv-O, (А-1) 

where On i s a semicircle in the lower half-plane with 
radius lil * Cj(í)fí)K. С80 t u r f c * h e integreition path avoids 
the poles of the Green's function) i t i s , by Jordan's lemaa, 
sufficient to show that 

čwi/GKf,/i2e1fj/ = #, (A.2) 
uniformly for /t <̂  iP<c.K • We shall sketch the proof for 
the region i < |X< o o , 0<f< 1 , where the Green's 
function is given by (з»3*0. First, it is seen that 
/G (lX/T/U))iu)| remains bounded on G ^ as /T ~* °<Э . 
In fact, by setting Ц) - O V Xl we obtain 

IQ (o(tfjw)wj * 

j - - - . (A-3J 
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The numerator is evidently bounded in the lower half of the 
(O -plane since 1+~f > 0 and 1-9 > j) . On Q^ri 

the numerator is nonzero since for ф = /i2 and large TV 

the denominator is approximately equal to 

2e 9 *e q +e . W> 
Thus / G [o(i fjtyiltil i s bounded on Q, uniformly in (_P 
which implies (A.2) . 

The proof of ( A . 1 ) in the region D-< lX< / , 0<J< / 
i s analogous. 
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APPENDIX В 

To demonstrate that the functions 
where СОд, is given by Eq. (3«15)» do not form an ortho
gonal set on the interval (o, l), it is convenient to start 

17 from the equation ' 

0 ^ D v J 

The left-hand side is for our set of functions equal to 

This shows that for ГП *= П 
1 

0 
unless 0 s I , i.e., 0> " * o C ?' 
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APPENDIX С 
We shall prove the validity of the expansion formula 

(5»13) by rearranging the contour integral on the left-hand 

side. First, we shift the integration paths e w «... eH 

towards the real axis so that we can write 

2~ фб(^ ; ш)а'Д^ (CI) 
t 

oo 

2KÍ 
— во 

6(ix,ř/OVtkj -Q[i>,£, (Г-i С) jW<T. 

Ve restrict ourselves to the region of the (iX/$) plane 
determined by the inequalities V<U(< I » /-4 f KoO 
(Fig. 1). The Green's function in this region is given by 
the formula (3-3^ with Уц)Н) í^ given by ( 3.5) and 

tylol*) if) B i v e n by (ЗИО). Thus, in the upper half-plane 
of the physical sheet 

(С 2) 

Gfu^-W) .-L yi,;M Jí^lH^-K)-
UJ • ID 

By separating the real and imaginary parts we obtain 
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tj(*,fH~ — 
ч CU г г,,-, г г/л 

+(QCDS^ Slrt^ - G s i r t^ OX*? ) <РП^ f + 

o l / l LX • /7* о \ 
Oj (uo) 

As was explained in Sec. 3» the Green's function in the lower 
half-plane of the physical sheet is obtained simply by chan
ging the sign of (V . A complex conjugate expression 
to ( С.з) is obtained. Now this is substituted into the right-
hand side of Eq. (C.1) with the result 
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ы fGKf;ff+JOJ -Gllo<,f,S-iD)j0CiS -

í Q 2 ^ 

sin— cos £ - — cos- sin - ) dos - f -/-

q Q Q q Ci/ Q\ 

v Cj Q Q D Q / QN 

By comparing with formulae (4.8) and (л»9) for the continuum 
eigenfunctions, this is easily seen to be equal to 

with 
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ч ч 4 
So the expected fora of the 

was recovered. 

In exactly the sane way one 
remaining regions of the (^S 

4cos2^). (C.S) 

right-hand side of Eq. (5 .13 ) 

can proceed in all the three 
plane. 
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FIG0BE САРТЮИВ 

Fig. 1. The division of the KX,~t) plane and the line of dis
continuity of the Green's function. 

Fig. 2. Location of seros of the conjunct on the unphysical 
sheet of its Rieaann surface. 

Fig. 3. Broavich integration paths for the inversion 
of the double-sided Laplace transform. 

Fig. 4. Wave-front trajectories in the (oř/fcj plane. 

Fig. 5* A typical solution starting from a nearly sinusoidal 
initial condition. 
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